Dear All,

You can find below a message from the organisers of the EIT Health – HSPA meeting in Paris on December 8th.

On this occasion we would like also thank you for attending this event.

**Best regards on behalf of the HSPA Secretariat,**

---

**European Commission**

DG Health and Food Safety

Unit Healthcare Systems

B232

B-1049 Brussels/Belgium

+32 2 791 22 88 @ec.europa.eu

Thank you very much for your participation to our event – **“Performance: How to produce and Evaluate it? For which impact on the innovation processes?”** organised on December 8th by EIT Health, Université Pierre et Marie Curie - Sorbonne Universités and Health System Performance Assessment (HSPA).

We had very rich and exiting day and we hope it was the same for you.

Please find in the attached files the following documents:

- Press release (in French)
- Summary of the discussions in English
- Press kit with speakers’ biographies in English

We will send you the full report of the meeting in English after validation by all speakers.

Once again thank you for your participation – the key for the quality of the discussions and the success of this event.

Best wishes for a nice holyday season from the steering committee!
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Introduction

The members of the Health System Performance Assessment group (HSPA – set up in 2014 by DG SANTE, EC) are scheduled to meet in Paris to work on the "Primary Care" report.

EIT HEALTH France will host this meeting at its UPMC partner campus and proposes to use the opportunity arising from the presence of the HSPA group in Paris to organize an enlarged meeting between European experts, EIT Health partners, and national decision-maker representatives on the following day (December 8th, 2017). Participating HSPA members will deliver short interventions on the final findings of their working group on how to assess Quality Care, Integrated Care and Primary care.

The day will be built around the cross-cutting theme: "Health System Performance and Innovation": How can we produce and evaluate better health system performance?

Which barriers to innovation need to be overcome in order to tackle the future burden of chronic diseases on healthcare systems and their sustainability?"
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Organizers

HSPA (Health System Performance Assessment) is “a country-specific process of monitoring, evaluating, communicating and reviewing the achievement of high-level health system goals based on health system strategies”. The broad aim of HSPA is to promote strategic accountability for health system actions. Specific objectives might include: setting out the goals and priorities for a health system; acting as a focus for policymaking and coordinating actions within the health system; measuring progress towards achievement of goals; informing public debate on the health system amongst stakeholders and citizens.

EIT Health France is headquartered in Paris, a vibrant financial and economic center with a long record of innovation and business incubation and a highly developed and dynamic innovation ecosystem. We also have a satellite office in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, which includes a strong community of existing clusters and incubators with innovative startups, SMEs and joint teams from major academic and industrial stakeholders.

EIT Health France gathers excellent partners from the health ecosystems, with industrial partners in big pharma, medtech, biotech, healthcare and big data companies, as well as academic partners like leading universities and research institutes.

UPMC represents French excellence in science and medicine. A direct descendant of the historic Sorbonne, UPMC is the top French university by the Shanghai world rankings, 7th in Europe and 36th in the world. UPMC encompasses all major sciences, such as mathematics (5th in the world); chemistry; physics; electronics; computer science; mechanics; Earth, marine and environmental sciences; life sciences; and medicine.
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Program

9:30 - 10:15: 
Moderator: EIT Health France
Opening with UPMC Sorbonne Universités, VP Europe and International Partnerships, EIT Health France
Welcoming address with General Inspectorate for Health (IGAS)
HSPA, what for? with "Health Systems" in the Directorate General Health and Food Safety
EIT Health presentation and innovation roadmap with EIT Health France

10:15 - 11:30: 1st Round Table: Quality of Care and Innovative Funding
Moderator: "Health" UPMC
HSPA Representative (Quality of care) – Malta
Representative EIT Health - Managing Director Fondation de l'Avenir
Research and Innovation at the Hospital group ELSAN
- IGAS, HSPA expert and EIT Health think tank core team member

11:45 - 13:00: 2nd Round Table: Integrated Care and Large Scale Implementation of Innovation
Moderator: National Agency for Performance Support of Health and Medico-Social Institutions (ANAP)
HSPA Representative (Integrated Care) – Italy
Representative EIT Health - IESE Business School Barcelona
National Stakeholder-Representative of the French Ministry of Solidarities and Health (DSSIS)
External Expert - Dir Strategy ARS Île-de-France

13:00 - 14:00: Lunch

14:00 - 15:15: 3rd Round Table: Primary Care and Use of Existing Data for Healthcare System Sustainability
Moderator: EHESP (School of Higher Studies in Public Health)
HSPA Representative (Primary Care) – Finland
OpenHealth Company, former CEO of the national agency ASIP
CEO ARS Languedoc Roussillon, Advisor CSMF

15:30 - 16:00: Closing speech from HSPA
EIT- European Institute of Innovation and Technology
Created in 2008, the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) is a unique initiative that spurs innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe by “incubating” ideas and projects within his communities (KICs)

Created in Dec. 2014, EIT Health is one of the 6 Communities (KICs) of the EIT, devoted to health challenges.

EIT Health
EIT Health is based on the 3 pillars of the “Knowledge Triangle” and is made up of 153 prestigious world-leader partners dealing with health and new technologies sectors.

Innovation: From idea to product
Business Creation: From lab to market
Education: From learner to entrepreneur

EIT Health Core partners
EIT Health Associate partners

**EIT Health UK/Ireland**
- AstraZeneca
- Oxford Academic Health Science Network
- Appian College Healthcare
- University of Cambridge
- P&G

**EIT Health Belgium/Netherlands**
- Leyden Academy on Vitality and Aging
- University of Groningen
- TUDelft

**EIT Health Scandinavia**
- Novo Nordisk
- Region Uppsala
- DTU

**EIT Health Germany**
- Bio.NRW
- Fraunhofer
- University of Cologne
- Nestlé

**EIT Health Spain**
- biocat
- Leitat
- Tecnalia
- Fundación de la Avenida

**EIT Health France**
- cap-digital
- Fondation de l’Avenir
- MEDISCA
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Current partners within EIT Health France

Types of partners

**Core partners**
- Funding limited to 10% of the overall EIT funding triggered per annual Business Plan (BP)
- Can lead any type of projects or activity
- Engaging leadership in max. 3 Innovation by Design projects per BP
- Have one right to vote during the annual partner assembly.
- Fees: 75 000 € / year

**Associate partners**
- Funding limited to €250,000 per annual BP
- Can lead any type of projects except Innovation by Design projects
- One associate representative per CLC / InnoStars will have a right to vote during the annual Partner Assembly.
- Fees: 25 000€/year

**Network partners**
- Funding limited to €50,000 per annual BP
- Network partners are linked to associate and core partners within the projects. They cannot lead directly projects.
- Have no vote during the annual Partner Assembly
- Fees: 5 000€/year
Our mission
Promote entrepreneurship and innovate in the areas of healthy living and active ageing to improve the quality of life and healthcare systems in Europe

The knowledge triangle

EDUCATION
Answer to societal challenges thanks to innovative types of courses, expertise improvement and good practice sharing

INNOVATION
Encourage emergence of needs and turn them into solutions and services

BUSINESS CREATION
Promote entrepreneurship and boost innovation

Citizens, patients, HCP

Campus programme

Innovation Projects

Accelerator programme
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Innovation platform

Innovation Projects Instruments Overview

- Innovation by Design
  Projects that address recognised health and healthcare needs.
- Innovation by Ideas
  Projects that are solution-driven, developing innovations that target EIT Health’s challenges.
- Wild Card
  Have extraordinary impact on a specific healthcare challenge.

Risk level*

*where risk is the likelihood of not achieving the research objective

- Max. 3 years duration
- Max. 2.75 M€ granting
- Lead by any core partner and include one industrial core partner
- Ramp up phase implementation
- One call per year
- Topic linked to defined focus area

Innovation by Design
« market driven »
Project that address recognised health and healthcare needs.
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Innovation by Ideas
«solution driven»
Projects that are solution-driven, developing innovations that target EIT Health’s challenges

Max. 18 months duration
Max. 750 K€ granting

Lead by any partner’s type
WP0 implementation

Two calls per year
Topic linked with business challenges

4 months + 2 years duration
2 M€ granting

Lead by a team of individuals
Incubate by key partner(s)

One call per year
Topic linked to defined WC challenges

Wild Card
Have extraordinary impact on a specific healthcare challenge
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**Key Milestone 2018**

- **Innovation by Design (IoD)**
  - 5 December 2017 (IoD calls open)

- **15-16 January Ideation Workshop**

- **26-27 February Matchmaking meeting**

- **24 April Deadline for submission of proposal**

- **9 April Start of MIO for selected projects**

- **2 June Open call 2 Innovation by Ideas**

- **4 September Start of MIO for selected 81 projects**

- **1 October Deadline 1st Call 2**

- **October start of Wild Card Projects**

**Innovation Projects in 2018**

- **2016**
- **2017**
- **2018**

### Home care and Care home
- STHLMSRS
- VITALITY
- ProD
- IPAST
- Agree Bend
- Multi Mode

### Early intervention/prevention/altering disease courses trajectories
- COOK2
- HEALTH
- FACEIT
- Chronos
- MinIQ
- CLOSE
- D4XDs
- moveIT
- StudHome
- Rare Cancer

### Integrated care for chronic diseases
- CLASSDM
- Oslee Life
- GrACE
- Age

### Workplace intervention
- Get Help Now
- WeAtWork
- MACH
Innovation project example

Target
Patient with type 2 diabetes taking insulin and with a high risk of comorbidity

EIT Health grant
774 201 €

Missions
Prevent complications, increase quality of life and lifetime thanks to controlled continuous and specified adaptation of insulin

Innovation
Develop an artificial pancreas as a closed-loop system

Education
Educate patient, relatives, health professionals to this new therapeutic management
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Campus programs

Shaping the future of Europe’s Health Education

Students
Degree Programmes
Non-Degree Programmes

Entrepreneurs & Innovators
E-Labs
Fellowships
Training for Entrepreneurs

Executives & Professionals
Training for Professionals
Training for Executives

Citizens
Citizens Programmes
MOOC’s and Digital programmes

EIT Health is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union
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Campus program example
Accelerator programs

**Incubate:** Programs to push forward innovative business ideas

**Scale-up:** Programs allowing access to a strong International Investors’ Network and Crowdfunding Platform

**Scale-out:** Reaching out to new markets with professional GoGlobal Programmes

**Validate:** Access to Mentors, LivingLabs & TestBeds, Market & Reimbursement Experts from our partnership

---

**Accelerator program example**

1. **Call for problems owners insights**
   - LAUNCH – February 2017

2. **Educate**
   - Short courses to train problems owners to pitch (Grenoble 25-26/04/2017)
   - EDUCATE – March 2017

3. **Innovate**
   - Call for solutions providers interest through dedicated e-platform (Deadline 13/06/2017)
   - Problems owners pitch in front of potential solution providers and EIT Health partners (Grenoble 03/05/2017)
   - INNOVATE April/May 2017

4. **Selection and award of the best innovative solution to implement prototype – Pitch during a national event (Paris 29/06/2017)**
   - www.innovationjourneyfrance.eithalth.eu

5. **Accelerate June 2017**
   - Possibility to apply to Call for proposals EIT Health 2018
   - Prototype demonstration
   - Prototype development
   - ACCELERATE June-December 2017

6. **Validate Q1 2018**
   - VALIDATE Q1 2018
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EIT Health – 2016 Results
Health System Performance and Innovation Meeting

On December 8th, 2017, EIT HEALTH Université Pierre et Marie Curie – Sorbonne Universités (UPMC) and Health System Performance Assessment (HSPA) hosted in Paris, on the UPMC campus, a meeting between European experts, EIT HEALTH partners, national decision makers and external stakeholders.

The day was built around the cross-cutting theme: Health System Performance and Innovation: how can we produce and evaluate better health system performance? Which barriers to innovation need to be overcome to tackle the future burden of chronic diseases on healthcare systems and their sustainability?

Three roundtables were held, respectively focused on Quality of care and innovative funding, Integrated care and implementation of innovation, Primary care and existing big data contribution to healthcare system sustainability.

The day before, EIT HEALTH had hosted the members of the Health System Performance Assessment group (HSPA) to work on the “Primary Care” report. It gave the opportunity to EIT HEALTH, HSPA, UPMC Sorbonne Universités and their partners to gather with the public to discuss the outcomes of this work session and potentially come up with a set of ideas and solutions to overcome some of the biggest challenges that European healthcare systems face today.

1st Roundtable: Quality of Care and Innovative Funding, moderated by EIT Health France

The panellists discussed about a model, in which providers (hospitals and physicians) are paid based on patient health outcomes resting on two key factors: transparency and patient-centricity. Disclosing outcome numbers to the public increases the quality of care and raises the patients’ awareness, two things that help manage costs of care.

2nd Roundtable: Integrated Care and Large Scale Implementation of Innovation, moderated by Christian ANASTASY, General Inspector, former CEO of the National Agency for Performance Support of Health and Medico-Social Institutions (ANAP)

A person’s care may be provided by several different health and social care professionals across different providers. As a result, people can experience fragmented health care services that are difficult to access and that are not based on their specific needs. Based on that observation, panelists discussed the need for care harmonization. The E.U. knows no physical borders, European citizens can travel freely from one country to another and expect the same level and price of care everywhere. Global harmonization calls for more digitized data sharing and for the alignment of national health policies.

3rd Roundtable: Primary Care and Use of Existing Data for Healthcare System Sustainability, moderated by EHESP (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santé Public)

Primary care is a key process in the health system. It is universally accessible, integrated, person-centered, comprehensive and coordinated, provided by a team of professionals accountable for addressing a large majority of personal health needs and delivered in a sustained partnership with patients and informal caregivers. Primary care is not as good as it should be in most countries because of a lack of structures. The processing of health data is fundamental for better healthcare services, for patient’s safety and to advance research and improve public health. However, the E.U. tends to leave it up to the countries to create their own regulation on the matter. The risk is
to produce discrepancies between states. What are they allowed to share, collect or even sell? How can we protect patients’ safety while ensuring patient’s data can be shared for healthcare and research purposes?

The goal of this meeting was not to find answers to these global issues but to generate discussions among practitioners, payers, regulators, policy makers, and outline possible solutions. Performance and innovation are global concepts which transcend borders or countries, but their evaluation is to be defined as per national policy makers, who more than ever need to get together and agree on common criteria and indicators.
EIT HEALTH, Université Pierre et Marie Curie – Sorbonne Universités (UPMC) et Health System Performance Assessment (HSPA) réunissent experts européens, représentants des décideurs nationaux et partenaires autour du thème de l’innovation et de l’efficacité des systèmes de santé 


l’IGAS et d’EIT HEALTH France, à l’initiative de cette journée, ont insisté sur l’importance de cette réunion qui constitue l’opportunité de pouvoir échanger sur ces sujets et d’établir des relations fortes entre HSPA et EIT HEALTH, ses partenaires et les autorités de santé en France.

d’EIT Health France, l’Inspection générale des affaires sociales, DG SANTE de la Commission européenne, et ont prononcé les discours d’ouverture de la réunion.

La première table ronde, » , modérée par d’EIT Health France, « Qualité des Soins et Financement Innovant » a souligné l’importance de la transparence, des incitations économiques et de l’organisation comme pierres angulaires des systèmes de soins qui cherchent aujourd’hui les voies de passage des financements « cost-based » vers les financements « value-based »

Au cours de la deuxième session, modérée par PDG d’ANAP (Agence Nationale d’Appui à la Performance), « Les soins intégrés et la diffusion de l’innovation à grande échelle », un des principaux défis identifiés a été celui de gérer l’harmonisation des offres de soins, qui nécessite de partager l’information dans le parcours de soins à différents niveaux. Les démarches s’appuyant sur l’analyse des priorités des parties prenantes (professionnels de santé, patients, régulateurs, territoires …etc.) et l’implication des professionnels dans la conception et la réalisation des projets ont été présentées comme les plus fructueuses.

Enfin, la troisième table ronde, modérée par à EHESP (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santé Public), « Soins primaires et utilisation des données existantes pour un système de soins de santé durable »
s’est concentrée encore davantage sur le partage et la création de bases de données adaptées (alors que les bases de données existantes ont pour l’essentiel été constituées aux fin de facturation des activités effectuées par les offreurs de soins), jugées aujourd’hui trop pauvres pour jouer un rôle déterminant dans la qualité des soins et pour inciter les différents niveaux de structures de soins à décloisonner.

Au terme de la journée, les intervenants et le public ont conclu que l’amélioration des systèmes de santé européens et de leur évaluation requiert le partage des données de structures à structures et de pays à pays et la promotion d’un système de prises de décisions aux niveaux nationaux, basé sur la démonstration de la preuve, l’exploitation des chiffres, la transparence et la publicité des résultats.